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Acknowledgment of Country
I would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the many lands across Victoria on which each of you are living, learning and
working from today.
Myself, I am meeting on the traditional lands of the Wathaurung, of the Kulin Nation.
Belinda, is meeting on the traditional lands of the Bunurong and Wurundjeri of the Kulin Nation.
When acknowledging country, we recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ spiritual and cultural connection to country and
acknowledge their continued care of the lands and waterways over generations, while celebrating the continuation of a living culture that
has a unique role in this region.

I would like to pay my respects to Elders past, present and emerging, for they hold the memories, traditions, culture and hopes of all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples across the nation, and hope they will walk with us on our journey.

Reminder

Purpose of the session
a) Provide an
overview of VCE
assessment
principles –
The basis for school
based assessment
(SAC) design.

c)

b) Provide actual
Unit 3 assessment
examples that
display the
application of the
VCE assessment
principles.

c) Assist all
teachers – New;
Support in
developing quality
& compliant
assessment,
Existing; fresh
perspectives/new
ideas,
All; School Based
Audit &/or
assessment
development

Session outline
• Assessment
‒ What it is – School-based vs external
‒ How it works

•
•
•
•

The foundations: VCE assessment principles
Developing a task – general considerations
Unit 3 school-based assessment task type examples.
Questions

VCE assessment
Assessment at the senior secondary level:
•
•
•
•

describes student achievement
identifies opportunities for further learning
articulates and maintains standards
provides the basis for the award of a certificate.

Satisfactory completion

Levels of achievement

A+

S

or

N

B
C

What do
students need
to
demonstrate?

• Outcome

Can they do
this?

• S or N

How well can
• Grade or score
they do this?

Study score
• A rank of a student’s performance
compared to all other students in
Victoria in a study.
• Between 0 and 50.
• Most VCE studies (except small
studies) have an average study
score of 30 and standard deviation
7.

What is a study score?
• How do you calculate a
study score?
• Study Score examples

Internal vs. external assessment
School-based assessment
• Level of achievement
• Rank order

External assessment
• Examination score (or
DES)
• GAT

What is school-based assessment?

School-based Assessment
• In Units 3 and 4,
specified tasks and
task types are set
out in the study
design
• Teachers and
schools are
encouraged to
develop their own
assessment tasks
based on the VCE
assessment
principles

VCE assessment principles
VCE assessment should be
• valid and reasonable
• equitable
• balanced
• efficient.
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-assessment/SchoolbasedAssessment/Pages/School-based-Assessment-Teacher-videos.aspx

VCE Assessment principles
Valid

Equitable

• fair and reasonable
• designated task type
• conducted under fair
conditions for all students
• clear instructions included

• accessible to all students
• doesn’t privilege or
disadvantage certain groups
of students
• tasks are comparable in
scope and demand

VCE Assessment principles
Balanced

Efficient

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

variety of task types used
variety of conditions used
allow students to demonstrate different
levels of achievement
suitable criteria, descriptors, rubrics or
marking schemes used
outcomes, key knowledge and key skills
are assessed

•
•
•

minimum number of assessments set
precision vs efficiency
Minimise undue workload/stress on
students
part of the regular teaching and learning
program
avoid under or over assessment of the
outcome
completed mainly in class and within a
limited timeframe

Teaching content

Assessment
tool

Assessment
task

What is the relationship between the teaching, the tool used to assess and the task?

Developing the task
Curriculum
What the
student needs
to learn

Method
How the
student be
assessed

Responses
What the
student needs
to show

Feedback
How the
student can
progress

Conclusion
Where the
student is at

•
•
•
•

Compliant (with VCE assessment principles)
Engaging
Rigorous
Accessible

who

• Consider the cohort of students

what

• Consider the Outcomes being assessed

when

• Consider the timing of the task

where

why
how

• Consider the conditions of assessment

• Consider the purpose of the task
• Consider the task type

Developing the task – Enacting the assessment
principles.
• assessment of key knowledge, key skills, outcome statements and unit
introduction
• task must provide opportunity for achievement of highest level of
performance
• assessment is appropriate for the student cohort
• wording/language is clear and appropriate for VCE students
• reflects terminology of study design

Developing the task – Enacting the assessment
principles
•
•
•
•
•

minimise reading
place stimulus material and other information close to the item
stimulus, if included, must be used in the response
place easier items earlier in the task where possible
use a range of assessment types (use a taxonomy, SOLO, Blooms etc. to
ensure a spread of responses)
• make sure the typical student can finish the SAC in the time available

Developing the task – Enacting the assessment
principles
•

25-50-25 rule of
thumb
• multiple entry points
‒ accessibility

• differentiate
‒ extend the top end

Cognitive grid & command words
Create
Evaluate

Analyse

Pre
structural

Unistruct
ural

Multi
structural

Relational

Apply
Understand
Remember

Blooms Taxonomy

Solo Taxonomy

Extended
abstract

Task types – VCE HPE units
Task types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written report
Inquiry (research)
Analysis (case study, data, media)
Journal
Reflective folio
Structured questions
Visual presentation (concept/mind map, digital, multimedia, oral, visual)
Laboratory report

Task types HPE – in summary
• Written reports generally have a prompt, an inquiry question, or a broad
statement for students to respond to– Could be primary or secondary data.
• Lab reports should include aim, (method), results, discussion and conclusion. –
Primary data
• Journal task / Reflective folio - A response in a variety of forms (not necessarily a
‘book/journal’), demonstrating links between theoretical content studied and
practical experiences undertaken
• Data analysis – response must include reference and/or analysis of the data
provided.
• Case study analysis – all responses must relate to the case study presented.

The assessment tool – How will
assessment occur?
•
•
•
•

Criteria sheet
Rubric
Performance descriptors
Marking guide

The assessment tool – How will
assessment occur?
• Ask yourself:
‒ What skills/knowledge do you want students to
demonstrate?
‒ What evidence do you need?
‒ How will you allocate marks?

Assessment tool example – marking guide
• Skills/knowledge (Command term)
• Evidence
• Mark allocation
Remember:
• The command terms from the Outcome
statement (and key skills) should form the
basis of your assessment task.
• Students are expected to be able to show
cognitive processing up to and including
the term used in the Outcome and key
skill.

Assessment tool example - Criteria
Quality criteria

Insufficient
evidence (0)

Low (1-2)

Medium (3-4)

High (5-6)

Use of data/examples

Does not use any
data/examples

Lists data and/or
examples from
stimulus/data

Links data and/or
examples to xxxxx
(insert appropriate key
knowledge)

Data/examples provide
evidence to justify,
evaluate (insert
appropriate key
knowledge)

Application of key
knowledge

Does not identify any
relevant knowledge

Identifies relevant
knowledge

Describes relevant
knowledge

Applies knowledge to
specific examples
within the context

2nd key knowledge
point if applicable

Assessment tool example – performance
descriptors
OUTDOOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
SCHOOL-ASSESSED COURSEWORK
Performance Descriptors

DESCRIPTOR: typical performance in each range
Very low

Low

Evaluate the contemporary state
of Australian outdoor
environments and analyse the
importance of healthy outdoor
environments and sustainability
for individuals and society, with
reference to specific outdoor
experiences.

High

Very high

Very limited reflection on
information collected during a
range of practical sustainable
outdoor experiences.

Some reflection on information
collected during a range of practical
sustainable outdoor experiences.

Adequate reflection on
information collected during a
range of practical sustainable
outdoor experiences and
relevant analysis.

Detailed reflection on information
collected during a range of practical
sustainable outdoor experiences
and careful, appropriate analysis.

Highly developed reflection on
information collected during a range of
practical sustainable outdoor
experiences and comprehensive
analysis.

Limited description of the concepts
of sustainability and sustainable
development.

A basic description of the concepts
of sustainability and sustainable
development.

Clear analysis of the concepts
and critiques of sustainability
and sustainable development.

Detailed analysis of the concepts
and critiques of sustainability and
sustainable development.

Sophisticated analysis of the concepts
and critiques of sustainability and
sustainable development.

Very limited interpretation of data
and description of the
contemporary state of Australian
outdoor environments.

Limited interpretation of data with
description of the contemporary
state of Australian outdoor
environments through reference to
some indicators.

Relevant interpretation of data
with some evaluation of the
contemporary state of Australian
outdoor environments through
reference to a range of different
indicators.

Accurate interpretation of data with
detailed evaluation of the
contemporary state of Australian
outdoor environments through
reference to a range of different
indicators.

Sophisticated interpretation of data
with comprehensive evaluation of the
contemporary state of Australian
outdoor environments through
reference to a range of different
indicators.

Limited description of the
importance of healthy outdoor
environments.

Limited analysis of the importance
of healthy outdoor environments.

Satisfactory analysis of the
importance of healthy outdoor
environments.

Well-developed analysis of the
importance of healthy outdoor
environments.

Insightful analysis of the importance of
healthy outdoor environments.

Very limited prediction of the
potential impact of significant
threats on society or outdoor
environments.

Limited prediction of the potential
impact of significant threats on
society or outdoor environments.

Some prediction of the potential
impact of significant threats on
society and outdoor
environments.

Sound prediction of the potential
impact of significant threats on
society and outdoor environments.

Very detailed prediction of the
potential impact of significant threats
on society and outdoor environments.

Unit 4
Outcome 1

Medium

Example – performance descriptors



Assessment tool example – rubric
A rubric describes the increasing sophistication of what a student can do, say, make
or write.

• Sophistication relates to how well something is done, not how often an action is
done correctly.
• Each subsequent cell describes a better way to perform the action, or a higher
level of quality.
• Taxonomies like Blooms or SOLO are helpful for writing quality criteria.

Outcome
statement

Explain and evaluate how relationships with Australian outdoor environments have
changed over time, with reference to specific outdoor experiences.

Quality criteria
Insufficient
evidence

Low

Reference to
specific outdoor
experiences

Insufficient
evidence

Lists relevant outdoor
experiences

Explain…

Insufficient
evidence

Evaluate…

Insufficient
evidence

Action

Medium

High

Very High

Links specific outdoor
experiences to
response

Analyses data collected
in outdoor experiences

Uses outdoor
experiences to support
the explanations and
evaluation of changes
in relationships

Identifies
relationships…

Describes…

Discusses….

Explains how
relationships have
changed over time

Identifies differences
in relationships…

Outlines…

Compares and
contrasts….

Evaluates how
relationships with
outdoor environments
have changed over
time

School-based Assessment Audit process
- …supports schools
- …basis for professional
conversations
- …feedback can confirm
understanding
- …find opportunity to gain
external feedback useful &
empowering
-…stimulate discussions on most
effective way to deliver
authentication & assessment

Commercial tasks
• Can they be used?
• How can they most effectively be used?
• How to ensure that compliance with VCAA Assessment Principles is
maintained?

U3 OES assessment examples
Outcome

Task

Type

Description

1&2

1&3

Journal

A journal or report demonstrating links between theoretical
content studied and practical experiences undertaken

1

2

Choice
• case study
• multimedia
presentation
• Podcast
• written
report.

A response that explains and evaluates how relationships with
Australian outdoor environments have changed over time, with
reference to specific outdoor experiences.

2

4

Choice
• data
analysis
• structured
questions

A response that analyses and evaluates the factors influencing
societal relationships with outdoor environments since 1990,
with reference to specific outdoor experiences

Journal (report) on practical
experiences
What is a journal (OES context)?
A journal or report demonstrating links between
theoretical content studied and practical experiences
undertaken
The OES Journal is a journal of experiences, not
necessarily the art of ‘journaling’.

Journal or report on practical
experiences
Data collection (& the task) could be structured in a variety of ways:
• responding to prompt questions provided by the teacher
• jotting observations and notes in a journal or notebook
• Taking & annotating photographic or video images
• using an iPod or mobile phone to record an audio file.

Journal or report on practical
experiences
Authentication strategies could include:
• observing the data collected and notes taken by students during
outdoor experiences (increased efficiency)
• asking students to submit their notes/booklets from outdoor experiences
• requiring students to write their journal or report in class. (decreased
efficiency)
Note: students should retain their journal/report to assist in preparation for
the end of year exam.

Journal or report on practical
experiences
• The ‘observing’ is more than enough to satisfy VCAA authentication
• Not all key knowledge and key skill points for that outcome need to be assessed
in the journal for each Area of Study
• Coupling this with engaging with individual dialogue/questioning of the student
out in the field meets authentication, but also makes the assessment efficient for
students and staff

Written Report
Written reports should have the following common elements:

▪ Introduction (Aim – could replace Introduction)
▪ Discussion of Results/Findings
▪ Conclusion

A written
report is
not a set of
structured
questions

Case Study
What is a case study?
• is an account of an activity, event or
problem that contains a real or
hypothetical situation and includes the
complexities you would encounter in
the real-world. Case study analyses
requires students to practice applying
knowledge and thinking skills to a real
situation. Students should be
analysing, applying knowledge,
reasoning and drawing conclusions.

A good case study:
• is a ‘real world’ situation or scenario
• consists of many parts and each
part usually ends with problems and
points for discussion. There may
not be a clear cut off point to the
situation.
• includes sufficient information for
the reader to treat problems and
issues.
Source:
https://student.unsw.edu.au/writing-case-study-reportengineering

U3 AOS 1 specific examples
• For this task, I usually do it in the field – on my trip in early mid-February
• Term 1 I usually run 1 x 3 or 4 day Sea kayaking trip Hastings – French Island Balanarring and ½ day surfing session with time to drive to a few location for
explicit learning!
Key knowledge point I usually assess here is
• Relationships with Australian outdoor environment expressed by specific
indigenous communities before and after European colonisation
Key skill
• Plan for and reflect upon a range of practical sustainable outdoor experiences
and analyse relevant information collected during these experiences

U3 AOS1 specific examples
• Prior to this trip student will have learnt in class the theoretical content on this key
knowledge point specifically relating the Mornington Peninsula and French Island
– Boonurong community
• Link to article /IMAGES / MAPS
• On this trip student will have practically visited French Island, Gunnamatta shell
midden site, Devil Bend Reservoir and Tuerong (mission campsite).
• These sites link with the article and what has been learnt in class. Not all site
have visual references of Boonurong occupation but the students do make
connections form the article to these site.
• Literally stopping off on the bus getting out and having a conversation getting the
students either to see (shell middens) or visualise)
•

French Island Heritage Article

U3 AOS 1 specific examples –
Assessment
• Have a pre - printed Journal / question type booklet the student fill in over the few
days and student submit this booklet
• Students to gather their own notes and submit written work
• Students gather own notes and then I have a 5-minute conversation with each of
them that afternoon / evening at camp. I usually have 15 or so different questions
and they can submit notes and oral conversation as assessment (can record onto
IPAD / phone to authenticate) I always have a rubric ready to use for oral /
conversation style tasks

U3 AOS 1 specific examples –
Assessment
• Students are not mandated to take any notes whilst on the camp (many do), I
take still pictures and when back at school students use these images as prompts
to respond to a set of questions or even the key knowledge point.
• Still images from the trip of French Island /Tuerong / Shell Middens etc. in a
google drive folder and students then record their voice or a video of them
responding to each image and what links the image has to relationships during
that time
• Within each of the journal tasks I always try and add in a few questions / prompts
directly relating to the key skill – How have we been sustainable on this trip as a
group and or individually ? What could we improve on?

U3 AOS 1 specific examples
• Completing the journal task on the trip to be very beneficial for the students and
time saving back at school
• You do have to manage the location where to complete the assessment, pens,
paper, wet paper / suitable additional staff member for supervision can be tricky
but it does work

• Do not be afraid about referencing other areas of the course later in the year –
take pictures / videos of signs / examples these are invaluable for later
classroom-based learning – so you can tie it all in during examination revision

U3 AOS 2 specific examples
• Again, I try and complete this Journal task in the field
Term 2 I usually run 2 x day trips –
• Caving day (CSR technology / risk / commercialisation)
• Incursion on school - local MP on political policies (not always great but has the
potential to be)
• Visit to Yellingbo (VEAC site)

U3 AOS 2 specific examples
1.
Caving practical experience INSERT IMAGES and WEBSITE
• Societal relationships with outdoor environments reflected in different forms of
conservation, recreation, primary industries, and tourism practice
• Factors influencing societal relationships with outdoor environments, including:
– the effects of different technologies
– commercialisation of outdoor environments and outdoor experiences
– social responses to risk taking

U3 AOS 2 specific examples Assessment
• Prior to this trip students will have learnt in class the theoretical content on these
key knowledge points.
• In their safety brief, they talk about risks associated / different technological
advancements to make caving safer, sustainable interactions inside and around
the cave. Halls is a commercial company fits perfectly with this AOS
• After the caving session during lunch, the student to de brief the session and they
encourage to take some notes here. Students then respond to a range of prompts
/ questions where they must use their knowledge from prior class learning and
the practical session and or notes taken during the de brief. I will have some
questions for them to go a read certain signs and analyse how this may increase
safety / reduce to risk ect.
• Student who require can complete this as a voice memo

U3 AOS 2 specific examples –
Assessment
2.
Member of Parliament Speaker – incursion
• An overview of environmental politics in Australia, including:
– Environmental policies of the major Australian political parties
I have done this twice – Once went well once did not! I make sure I font load the speaker with what the
students need to attain from the session
• Eg I pick 3 major policies; Carbon emissions targets / renewable energy policies and national park or
marine national park policies. I ask the MP to speak to these three items and what explicitly their party
view point is; I ask for numbers not generic political jargon !
•
•

Student take notes in these session – MP do not like to be recorded I have found
Both times I have just used the key knowledge point as the prompt for the students for their note taking

U3 AOS 2 specific examples Assessment
3. Yellingbo VEAC site visit
The role of the Victorian Environmental Assessment Council (VEAC).
• Before we go we have read the report from VEAC on this environment
• Student often have a shared printout of the report and like to walk around the site to make
connection to the report findings and the physical location
• Students can take their own pictures here for future reference (day excursion I do allow
phones on this trip not others)
• I have always done prescribed set questions for this task to incorporate the generic VEAC
who / what / where type questions as well as the Yellingbo specific questions
https://www.leadbeaters.org.au/projects/yellingbo/

VCE resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VCE/VCAL administrative handbooks
VCE Study Designs
VCE Support for teachers
Examination review documents.
School calendar and assessment policy
Statistical moderation reports
School-based assessment audit reports
Examination reports
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